Berm Accessories
Repair Kits for Pillow Tanks consist of a patch of fabric,
that matches the berm it is needed for, scissors, an
adhesive, a roller and sand paper. Instructions will also
be provided for proper education on how to repair the
tank.
The kits are made for small leaks in the berm. It’s best
to keep on hand for any emergency that may occur
from an unexpected leak. They are easy to use and
include everything needed to repair the leak.
Products that use the repair are:
 Aluminum angle and foam wall berms
 Any Flexible tank (including the onion tank)
 Frame tanks
 Ground Cloth

Repair Kits

Flat liner s or Ground tarps are made to go under
berm and provide protection from the ground its set
on. All Berms are recommended to have one of these
tarps under it and the when used will expand the life
of the berm. These tarps are also used as secondary
containment for tanks. Residentially they have been
used under above ground pools and underlining for
tents.

Repair Kits

The flat liners are made from either coated PVC or
vinyl. The size and weight of the liner are completely
customizable. The weight options are 10 oz., 18 oz.,
22oz., and 30 oz.

Fittings are available in a range of type, sizes, and material for almost all
products. A variety of bulkhead fittings, welded half and full coupled,
needle type, ball valves, gauges, drum type, adapters, manways and
many others can be bought. Materials used to make these include PVC,
PP, CPVP, and PE.

Fittings

Berm Accessories
Tread guards for berms are to be used with any berm
that can be driven through. Their purpose is to
protect the berm from the traction of a vehicle. They
are to be laid across the berm, extending over the
sides, the vehicle should then be driven directly over
the guards. Doing so can expand the life of the berm.

Tread guards for berms

Tread Guards work best with the Drive through berm
and the foam and air wall berm.

The Geo Pads are made to go under berm and provide
protection from the ground its set on. They protect
from abrasion like the ground tarps, and can also be
used in addition to. Geo pads can not only go under
but above the berm and will provide it with some heat
protection.
Geo pads are made of 8 oz. nonwoven geotextitle and
are available in custom sizes.
Tread guards for berms

Carrying cases for all types of berms are also available for purchase, upon request.

